346-55024 - ACCU-CHEK CONNECT - 15 SEC – MORE THAN A SELFIE - 02-29-2016

1
SCN: >
 Open cropped on woman’s face as seen on her phone

2
SCN: >
 at last moment woman adjusts phone angle upward

VO:
SFX:
MUSIC: minimalist ambient music

VO: Narrator: When is a selfie more..
SFX: shutter sound on tap
MUSIC:

with a tired sweaty look that suddenly changes to a smile
of accomplishment. We see the phone move slightly as
she’s adjusting the phone to capture a selfie.>

and extends her arm to reveal more of scene that shows
finish line banner behind her and other runners still
finishing, big proud smile. [click sound] >

3
SCN: >purple flash transistion >
VO: ... than just a selfie?
SFX:
MUSIC:

85
5
SCN: >
 stats expand and fade >
VO: … achieve your goals...
SFX: stats expand and fade
MUSIC:

6
SCN: > Fish-eye morph and >
VO: ...by providing a (clear) snapshot..
SFX:
MUSIC:

7
SCN: >
 fade to 0-opacity showing a green dot with the 85
reading in the dot. >

VO: ...of your diabetes..
SFX:
MUSIC:

3 second transition

4
SCN: >
 still shot shows finish line in background with other

racers crossing. Stats are superimposed on screen in
some fashion >

VO: When it helps you…
SFX: stats appear on screen
MUSIC:

85

8
SCN: >
 continue zooming out showing graphic is a
graph on a phone>
VO:
SFX:
MUSIC:
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animation zooms out
from this dot

The meter

The app

Automatically logs results
to your smartphone.

Automatically logs results
to your smartphone.

Android, Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.; Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.; The Bluetooth® word mark
and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Roche is under license.

9
SCN: >
 continue zoom out to show graph on screen >
VO: Introducing the Accu-Chek Connect...
SFX:
MUSIC:

10
SCN: >
 continue zoom out to show meter and app hero shots
and associated graphics >

VO: ... meter and app.
SFX: Trademark footer: Android, Google Play and the Google

Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.; Apple and the Apple
logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and
other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.; The
Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by
Roche is under license.

MUSIC:

accu-chek.com/connect

13
SCN: Cut to woman holding phone showing 3 day profile tool
on screen. Woman pushes shutter button on side of
phone (click sound) >

VO: …it’s never been easier..
SFX: Title bar with logo, click sound
MUSIC: Last note sustains…

accu-chek.com/connect

14
SCN: >
 screen changes to woman’s face smiling.
VO: ...to see the big picture.
SFX: Title bar with logo, click sound
MUSIC: …and fades at end

11
SCN: > cut to meter in woman’s hand. Title bar wipes onto

screen with AC Connect logo and app screen description.
Phone with app on screen shown in background in other
hand. Data Transfer screen on meter.>

VO: With results automatically sent..
SFX: Title bar
MUSIC:

12
SCN: c ut to close up of meter and phone screen with Logbook
on phone screen, >

VO: …from the meter to your smartphone,
SFX: Title bar
MUSIC:

